This article gives an overview of the history of animated documentary, both in terms of the form itself and how it has been studied. It then goes on to suggest a new way of thinking about animated documentary, in terms of the way the animation functions in the texts by way of asking what the animation does that the live-action alternative could not.
Bill Nichols (1994: 29) comments in Blurred Boundaries that the documentary is "dependent on the specificity of its images for authenticity." The authenticity of a documentary and the power of its claim to be such a type of film are deeply linked to notions of realism and the idea that documentary images bear evidence of events that actually happened, by virtue of the indexical relationship between image and reality. contain. The presumption goes that documentaries should be observational, unobtrusive, bear witness to actual events, contain interviews, and, even, be objective. In fact, it could be argued that documentary does not, and never has, fully upheld these characteristics. John Grierson's definition of documentary as "the creative treatment of actuality" has demonstrated longevity through seventy years of flux and change in the boundaries of documentary (1933: 8) . The attraction lies, in part, in the broadness of this definition. It is easy to meld it to the user's requirements and it is applicable to such a large range of approaches and styles that it has proved resilient to aesthetic, ideological and technological developments in documentary making. It is, for example, equally as applicable to the non-interventional films of the 1960s Direct Cinema filmmakers, as to Errol Morris's interviews and stylized re-enactments and, indeed, to animated documentary.
There is a promise in this Griersonian definition, however, as well as in the colloquial understanding of documentary, that these sorts of films should be about the events, experiences and people that exist in the actual world. As Nichols suggests, documentaries "address the world in which we live rather than a world imagined by the filmmaker" (2001: xi). Nichols and Grierson help us think of animation as a viable means of documentary expression. After all, if Grierson's definition allows reenactment, why not too animation as a way of creatively treating actuality? And thinking of a distinction between the world and a world helps us differentiate between animation that is nonfictional and that which is based on make-believe.
Animation is no less complex a term to define than documentary. Norman
McLaren's definition of animation as "not the art of drawings that move but the art of movements that are drawn" is as attractive in its broadness as his one-time mentor
Grierson's definition of documentary (quoted in Furniss, 1998: 5) . For this project, however, we might take our lead from Charles Solomon, who identifies two key factors inherent to animation. That is, that "the imagery is recorded frame-by-frame" and "the illusion of motion is created, rather than recorded" (quoted in Furniss, 1998: 5) . These ideas, of frame-by-frame manipulation and the construction of an illusion of motion, are ones that apply to both handmade and digitally produced animation. Furthermore, they encompass the broad range of techniques and styles that can be considered animation including cel animation, puppet animation, claymation, three-dimensional computer generated animation, and so on.
Mindful of the above, I would suggest that an audiovisual work (produced digitally, filmed, or scratched on celluloid)
ii could be considered an animated documentary if it: has been recorded or created frame-by-frame; is about the world rather than a world wholly imagined by its creator; and, finally, has been presented as a documentary by its producers and/or received as a documentary by audiences, festivals, or critics. This last criterion is significant as it helps us differentiate two aesthetically similar films that may be motivated by different intentions by their respective producers, or received in different ways by audiences. It also helps to narrow the field; advertising, scientific, educational and public service films, arenas in which animation is frequently (Wells, 1998: 16; Wells, 1997: 63; Patrick, 2004: 36 1942 -1945) . In these types of films we see animated maps, moving illustrations of military equipment and diagrams that explain military strategy. This use of animation demonstrates that envisioned information is easier to understand and retain, and that much factual information is communicated more efficiently via animation than the spoken word.
These films, however, often conveyed more than facts through their animation by using it for emphasis and visual association. Simple symbolism prevails throughout the Why We
Fight series, such as pitting dark hues for enemy nations against paler colours for the
Allies. This type of symbolism is established in the series' first animated sequence, in
Prelude to War (1942) , when a dark, black inky stains spreads across Japan, Italy and Germany as the narrator notes the cultural differences between these countries and the US (see figure 2 ).
Outside of wartime there is a long history of putting animation to educational use.
While still working the Mid-West before moving to California, Walt Disney was commissioned to make two films on dental hygiene. Gwen Haworth interjects animated sections into the autobiographical account of her gender transition. Retro adverts and magazine extracts are bought into motion in a segment entitled 'how to be a girl… by Mom' that accents, in a light-hearted way, the issues Gwen's mother has with her take on being female. Hawthorn has commented that she included animation in her film to 'lighten the mood' and add humour to what she was concerned would otherwise become a too intense and serious film.
With the exception of The Sinking of the Lusitania, none of these films or television programmes would be described, however, as animated documentaries, either by their makers or their audiences. They lack the sense of animation and documentary cohering into a single form in which the animation works to enhance our knowledge of an aspect of the world and to the extent that the separation of the animation from the documentary is either impossible, or would render the inherent meaning of the film more formally interviewing and recording their subjects, often using a trained radio journalist to do the interviews, which they later cut out of the final soundtrack. Nichols' explanation of the performative mode is, at times, nebulous. While these types of documentary foreground subjectivity, they also "demonstrate how embodied knowledge provides entry into an understanding of the more general processes at work in society" (2001: 131) . This is a definition of the performative documentary that is far harder to reconcile with animation.
We might question, then, how useful it is to try to fit animated documentaries into Nichols' modes of documentary production. Both Wells and Patrick come up, instead, with different typologies that may be more fruitful for a discussion of this form. Wells re-figures the modes of documentary production outlined by Richard Barsam and examines how animated documentaries fit into, and expand, these modes. In so doing he reconstitutes Barsam's categories into four 'dominant areas within the field of animation' (Wells,1997: 41) . By tracing similarities in overall tone, subject matter, structure and style, Wells determines these four dominant areas as the imitative mode, the subjective mode, the fantastic mode, and the post-modern mode.
Films in the imitative mode 'directly echo the dominant generic conventions of live-action documentary' (Wells, 1997: 41) . As such, Wells claims, these films are often intended to educate, inform and persuade. The subjective mode often challenges the notion of objectivity through creating tension between the visual and the aural by combining humorous animated representations with 'serious' documentary voice-overs or by connecting to broader social issues through the individual expression of the animator (Wells, 1997: 43) . Ultimately, the subjective mode uses animation to 're-constitute "reality" on local and relative terms' (Wells, 1997: 44) . The fantastic mode extends the subjective mode's commentary on realism and objectivity to the extent of rejecting realism entirely as 'an ideologically charged (often politically corrupt) coercion of commonality' (Wells, 1997: 44) . The fantastic mode further challenges accepted modes of documentary representation by presenting reality through the lens of surrealist animation that bears little or no resemblance to either the physical world or previous media styles. The post-modern mode adopts the general characteristics of postmodernism in 'prioritising pastiche, rejecting notions of objective authority, and asserting that "the social", and therefore "the real", is now fragmentary and incoherent' (Wells, 1997: 44) . Wells claims that one of the fundamental pursuits of the documentary project is the attempt 'to engage in the annunciation of commonality and the social dimension of the real' (Wells, 1997: 45) . This pursuit is undermined, Wells contends, by the post-modern mode's questioning of the possibility of knowledge in itself.
Patrick adopts the notion of 'structures' to categorize animated documentaries, suggesting 'in making any kind of film, structure tends to be the skeleton that the content lives on ' (2004: 39) . He proposes three primary structures, the illustrative, narrated, and sound-based, and a fourth, the 'extended structure,' which is an extension of Wells' fantastic mode (Patrick, 2004: 39) . 'The four structures encompass the range of possible approaches to animated documentaries without initial regard to concept, techniques or aesthetics' (ibid). Patrick takes a different conceptual approach to Wells, looking through the lens of storytelling rather than the films' relationship to reality. 'Illustrative,' Patrick contends, is a more apt term to describe the films discussed by Wells under the imitative mode. These films illustrate 'events based on historical or personal evidence' and use this to structure the storytelling (Patrick, 2004: 40) . The narrated structure uses a script to tell the story and these animated documentaries often use 'voiceover that recounts and connects the elements of the story' (Patrick, 2004: 40) . The sound-based structure, by contrast, 'uses sound that has either been found or recorded in an unmanipulated, uncontrived way as the primary structuring device' (Patrick, 2004: 41) . Patrick notes that this aural link between film and reality gives these films all at once a 'naturalistic or improvised' and 'dramatic and cinema verite' feel (Patrick, 2004: 41) . Patrick dubs Wells' fantastic mode as 'expanded structure' because it 'expands the possibilities of the documentary form by transmuting the traditional storytelling method' (Patrick, 2004: 42) . One way that animation functions in animated documentaries is in a substitutive way. In these instances, the animation illustrates something that would be very hard, or impossible, to show with the conventional live-action alternative and often it is directly standing-in for live-action footage. The animation here is substituting for something else. This is, in fact, one of the first ways animation was used in non-fiction scenarios in, as Unlike Chicago 10, this film has less concern for making the characters resemble their real-life counterparts. Similarly It's Like That (Southern Ladies Animation Group, 2004) animates young asylum seekers as knitted puppets of small birds (see figure 6 ). In these animated documentaries, the animation works as non-mimetic substitution. There is no sense of trying to create an illusion of a filmed image in these examples. Instead, they work towards embracing and acknowledging animation as a medium in its own right, a medium that has the potential to express meaning through its aesthetic realisation.
In both mimetic and non-mimetic substitution, the animation could be considered experience of synaesthesia. The film works to evoke, rather than represent the experiences we hear being described and Moore's images respond to the film's musical score in a way a synaesthetes brain will trigger images in response to sounds (see figure   7 ). Moore is attempting to evoke the synaesthetic experience for her viewers through the interplay of animation, documentary soundtrack and musical score.
These three functions -mimetic substitution, non-mimetic substitution and evocation -are the three key ways animation works in animated documentary. animation as a tool to explore and reveal hidden or forgotten pasts, demonstrating the medium's capacity for documenting the world from a subjective point of view.
Conclusion
Looking at how the animation functions in animated documentary allows us to draw some conclusions regarding the epistemological status of these types of films.
While all documentaries purport to teach us something about the world, animating documentary broadens the epistemological potential of documentary by expanding the range of what and how we can learn. Through mimetic substitution, non-mimetic substitution and evocation, animation compensates for the limitations of live-action material. Rather than questioning the viability of knowledge-through-documentary, animated documentaries offer us an enhanced perspective on reality by presenting the world in a breadth and depth that live action alone cannot. Life is rich and complicated in ways that are not always available to observation, something that is reflected in the diversity of style and subject matter of contemporary animated documentaries. This is a decisive moment for the study of animated documentary. We no longer need to marvel at their mere existence; that was the job of the forward guard scholarship, discussed above. Now, the heterogeneity of animated documentary demands we go beyond general observation, towards specification and theorisation. The question of the epistemology of animated documentary is just one place to start, one that addresses some fundamental assumptions of documentary. Animation and documentary have coenriched each other since the earliest days of cinema, and we can hope they will continue to do so for a long time yet. As the form evolves, so too must the questions we ask of it.
End Notes i These are some of the most frequent assumptions I have heard expressed by students in undergraduate level documentary courses.
ii For brevity, I will refer to the audiovisual texts under discussion as 'films', even though many of them are produced on digital video and are not intended for projection on the big screen.
iii A process that took two years and required 25,000 individual drawings. iv This emulation was clearly effective as the film was included in the Universal Weekly newsreel shown in movie theatres. See Crafton (1982: 116) . v While it was not labelled as such at the time of its production or initial reception, an argument can be made for it being understood as such, according to the criteria set out above.
vi Tommy Tucker 's Tooth (1922) xi Nichols initially suggested four modes: the expository, the observational, the interactive and the reflexive. He later added the poetic and the performative and re-named the interactive as the participatory mode. See Nichols (1991 Nichols ( , 1994 Nichols ( and 2001 .
xii By 'conventional alternative' I mean the types of photo-based media familiar to documentary, such as observational filming, archival footage, reconstruction, interviews, photographs, and so on. xiii Although once they had seen the finished film they agreed to their photographs appearing in its credits. Liz Blazer, email message to author, February 17, 2009.
